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REDGRAVE LLP HONORED WITH TOP CHAMBERS RANKINGS FOR E-DISCOVERY LITIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C.  – June 6, 2016 – Redgrave LLP is honored to announce that both Jonathan Redgrave 
and Kevin Brady are recognized as leading lawyers for nationwide e-Discovery litigation in the Chambers 
USA 2016 guide.  Redgrave LLP is the only firm to have more than one individual ranked in the first two 
bands for the nationwide e-Discovery litigation category.  “It’s an honor for the firm and its lawyers to 
be recognized by this prestigious publication,” said Victoria Redgrave, Managing Partner at Redgrave 
LLP. “Our consistent rankings in the top tiers of Chambers demonstrate the firm’s excellence and 
leadership in providing clients with outstanding legal and client service.”  

Below are additional details regarding the Chambers recognitions: 

• Jonathan M.  Redgrave – Litigation: E-Discovery – Nationwide (Band 1) 
o Since the inception of the Litigation: E-Discovery Nationwide category, Jonathan, who 

according to Chambers “enjoys a position at the pinnacle of the e-Discovery Bar in the 
USA,” is consistently ranked Band 1 in this category.  Clients describe Jonathan as “very 
technically adept” and comment that he “does an excellent job of making himself aware 
of broader issues in e-Discovery matters.” Chambers adds that Jonathan “offers highly 
sophisticated multinational clients a great depth of experience and counsel on discovery 
issues in compliance and litigation.” 
 

• Kevin F.  Brady – Litigation: E-Discovery – Nationwide (Band 2) 
o For the seventh consecutive year in a row, Kevin is ranked in the top tiers of the 

nationwide e-Discovery litigation category.  Chambers specifically notes that Kevin 
“offers clients decades of experience handling complex litigation proceedings in both 
state and federal courts.” In addition, Chambers highlights that “he is well known for his 
high-quality structuring of e-discovery procedures during litigation.”  

 

 



 
About Chambers & Partners 

Chambers & Partners is a publication based in London that has been ranking and producing 
internationally recognized guides to the legal profession since 1990 and now covers 185 jurisdictions 
across the globe.  To assemble its annual guide for the U.S. legal market, Chambers conducted 
thousands of interviews with private practice attorneys and sophisticated end-users of legal services.  
Their methodology and selection process is determined by the qualities most valued by clients, which 
include technical legal ability, professional conduct, client service, commercial awareness, diligence, and 
commitment.  The rankings and editorial comments about attorneys are independent, reflecting 
excellence in key practice areas and notable achievements over the past 12 months including 
outstanding work, impressive strategic growth and superiority in client service. 

About Redgrave LLP – Information Matters®  

Redgrave LLP is one of the only law firms in the world focused exclusively on Information Law, 
addressing the complex legal and technical challenges associated with the life cycle of information.  We 
employ some of the most experienced professionals in the field— attorneys and technical specialists— 
who are recognized for excellence in the field and for their commitment to serving our global Fortune 
500 and AmLaw 100 law firm clients’ interests with sound and practical legal and technical advice for 
navigating the ever-evolving challenges associated with information governance, eDiscovery, global 
records management, data privacy, and data security.  At Redgrave LLP, we know Information 
Matters®. To learn more visit www.redgravellp.com.  
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